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ANSWER TO THE QUESTION.
There can be but one means of procuring
and that

stitute for coal,

is

to utilize

It will of

more extensively

course not be practicable to develop

man and beast to any considerably greater extent.
And so, too, it will hardly be
possible to produce much greater quantities of veg-

the muscular

etable fuel

;

power

since with the increase of population ever

So that in reality but three
forms of energy remain, which admit of being more
extensively employed than heretofore in the performproduction of food-stuffs.

They

:

The energy inherent

tion of water,

;

much

service of

intellectual labor

;

for

up

now

to

the

energy of the wind has been but extremely imperfectly
applied, and that of direct solar radiation hardly at

Moreover, the two last-mentioned forms of energy
by reason of their inconstant operation (for the force
of the wind varies and the sun is at times obscured)
all.

are not so well fitted for direct

permanent application

motor agency as for the storing up of supplies of
power in available form. But to this end hardly the
first tentative experiments have been made.
as a

What form

then will our civilization take when the

majority of our machines are no longer driven by

The energy

steam, but by water-power.

easiest util-

contained in water in those places where for
short distances there are considerable differences of
ized

is

elevation

descend,
is

;

for in

or,

such places

by means

it

can either be

let

slowly

of falls, obtain great velocity. It

manifest that the conditions spoken of are most per*From

fectly fulfilled in the mountains or in their neighborhood, where the water plunges from the heights in
foaming cascades to the delight of the lover of nature,

Our de-

scendants will have to accustom themselves to forego
more and more the pleasures derived from the beauties
of nature, for

the water

from now on humanity

falls into

laborious service.

will

have

to force

Dammed

up

in

now flow with
by means of turbine

reservoirs, the waters of the brooks that

varying currents,

will be forced
run machinery regularly.
In consequence
of this a displacement in the direction of the moun-

wheels

to

tains will gradually take place of great settlements of

human

beings.

But not alone

to the

also to the coasts of the great seas

mountains.

where

No

;

in regular

and flood the waters fall and rise.
needed here, to obtain any amount of power,
would be a couple of huge reservoirs.
If the one
basin was put into connection with the sea only at the
time of high flood, and the other at the low ebb, the
water of the first would be constantly kept at a high,
that of the second at a low level
whereby a constant
descent of water in races from the one to the other,
and thus any required amount of work, would be made
alternation of ebb
All that is

are

in the position and mowhether elevated by the sun or the tides;
and finally
(2) The energy of the moving air
(3) The energy of direct solar radiation.
Whereas the first of these forms of energy has
been employed as a motor agencj' since time out of
mind, so that its application requires only further perfection and extension, the utilization of the two other
forms of energy incontestably demands the auxiliary
(i)

li

of

greater areas of land will have to be cultivated for the

ance of work.

Science.

but without profit to the rest of humanity.
a sub-

than heretofore the other forms of energy that Nature
supplies.

17,

-with.

Hiiinnet iind Eriie. by UKftK.

;

possible.

Whereas

this utilization of the tides, although very

early thought

of,

has not hitherto been practically

carried out to any great extent, the enthrallment of
rivers

and streams has notably increased

in

our

own

time.

In Schaffhausen, in Switzerland, a great plant

was

up many years ago

set

to bring into the service of

the inhabitants of the city, a

small fraction of the

The moenergy supplied by the falls of the Rhine.
tion generated by the water-power of the river is transmitted by long wire cables to all parts of the city, and
employed in the most manifold ways to perform work.
As people in other places receive gas and water conducted to them, so in Schaffhausen energy is conducted to people according as they need it, and payment is made for the number of horse-power used.
Similar arrangements have also been

made in

Freiburg,

Switzerland, and have recently also been planned
for Rheinfelden near Basle, but in the latter place
in

we shall speak later.
The consumer of energy obtains his commodity in this
way more conveniently and more cheaply than if he

with a modification of which
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had

to procure

gas-motors.

and feed continually steam-engines or

It is

many

certain that

cities will follow

many mountainous districts, morenow here and there found illumi-

these examples. In
over, factories are

nated by electricity generated by water-power an
adjacent brook has been made to supply the necessary
By rapidly turnenergy to run a dynamo-machine.
ing wire brushes between the poles of a magnet, there
;

up in the brushes the electric induction-current
which then kindles the arc-lights or brings to a white
is set

heat the wires of the incandescent lights.
Accordingly, where formerly, to produce illuminating products, we only used coal and the gas made from
it, and petroleum, in this case the energy of stored up

water would be

transformed into the transitional

first

and the latter then into heat and light.
Even for purposes of heating, man is beginning to
make use of the heat that the electric current produces
We see, therein the wire through which it passes.
state of electricity

fore, that

when

in

manner described

the

the current

COURT.

destined to replace in

now

many

localities

the ordinar}'

on the other hand,
will the latter to a great extent undoubtedly have to
give way to transportation by canal-boats, which will
carr}' far more cheap!)', partly by the employment of
animal power, such commodities as by their nature do
railroads

not

demand

We

in operation

;

so,

rapid transportation.

thus see the civilized nations of the future,

especially in the vicinity of the mountains and sea-

studded with great cities we see them interb)' countless water-highways, crossed in all
directions by cables for the transmission of power, and
traversed by trains run by electricity, and very rarely by
the old-fashioned ones run by steam. While this piccoasts,

;

sected

ture of the future

is

drawn with intimate reference

to

make

contrivances at present used, and can, therefore,

some pretension to correctness, we shall obtain a far
more obscure and more fantastic picture if we endeavor to depict in what way the two other forms
of energ}- mentioned can be made to serve the needs of

has been generated by dynamo-machines driven by
water-power, the energy contained in the water by
virtue of its position or motion, will have been changed

humanit}'.

namely heat.
Although there can be no question that in consequence of the supplies of energy so easily obtainable
in such places, mountainous districts and the coasts
of seas will in the future be chosen by preference as

North Germany and Holland the traveler not infreremarks the characteristic presence of windmills, whose sails can be always turned towards the
quarter from which the wind blows. Natural)}', a constant and regular power is not to be obtained from this
But the energy of the wind thus irregularly
source.
supplied can be stored up.
This has already been
accomplished in many places by so-called wind motors.
A wind-mill drives a pump which carries the water
from a well, pond, or stream, to a reservoir upon some
elevation, from which it can be allowed to flow down
again and made to turn wheels.

into the other form of energy,

the seat of

human
dense

human

habitation, yet the aggregation of

beings at those points would soon become too

if it

were not possible

conduct the energy

to

there to be had for great distances into the interior.

The transmission
distances.

the

power by wire cables

of

Schaffhausen system

is,

of course,

But two other

transportation

of

the

after the

not adapted to great

possibilities are presented

pressure of water or

:

of

compressed air in large strong pipes, and the transBoth methods appear
mission of power by electricity.
to be capable of greater perfection, and especially the
latter,of whose potential capacity we have already many
favorable illustrations. The method is very simple. A
dynamo-machine driven by water-power would furnish

an electric current. This current could then be conducted through thick metal wires offering little resistance to a second dynamo-machine some miles distant,

which would begin
passed through

it.

to

turn the

And

thus by

moment
means

the current

of the electric

where by nature no sort
of power stood at the disposition of man, the machine
would be set revolving and be able to perform useful
work of any kind. In the same manner electric railways will be operated, and trains be hurried along
without snorting or blowing and without disagreeable
smoke, as though driven by spirit hands.
As, on the one hand, the electric railway seems
current, at this distant place,

The energy of

the

moving atmosphere

is, it is

true,

already here and there utilized. In the broad lowlands
of

quentl}'

is still another way of storing up
enby means of the electric current. And
method has been much discussed and prob-

But there
ergy

;

viz.,

since this

ably has a great future,

Let us conceive an

we

shall also explain

electric current passing

a cell that consists of

two

diluted sulphuric acid.

soft loose lead

Under

it

here.

through

plates and

the action of the cur-

changed that they bear the
two entirel}' different metals.
But we know that when two different metals are dipped
into an acid and both plates are united by a wire, an
rent the two plates are so
relation to one another of

electric

current begins to circulate.

And

this, too,

must take place when two plates changed as above
This contrivare dipped into diluted sulphuric acid.
ance

is

called an accumulator.

An accumulator,

there-

nothing else than a galvanic battery capable
of producing an electric current for a certain length of
But the form of the energy of the current is, as
time.
fore, is

we know, capable of an}- number of
since by means of dynamo-machines

modifications
it

;

can be very
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So that
dynamo-machines

easily transformed into heat, light, or motion.

may be used

wind-mills

to drive

and the electric current produced used to charge accumulators
We should thus have stores of energy
ready at any time to be transformed into any other de!

form

sired

of energy.

sible in the course of

way, although

this

at

would thus seem to be postime, to arrive at good results in
It

present

it

falls far

short of per-

fection.

And now

let

us briefly consider our last refuge

:

energy of the sun.
In
regions where the sun shines for a long space of time
the direct utilization

with

undimmed

of the

radiance, Mouchot'srecep/er/r

so/iru-e,

which was exhibited in 187S in the Algerian department of the Paris exposition, might perhaps be profitA concave mirror of brightly polably employed.
ished metal is formed to resemble a hollow cone,
the aperture of which measures exactly a right angle.
If this conical mirror be so placed that its axis points
to the sun, the rays from the metal surface will all
be reflected towards the axis, and a cylindrical vessel
filled with water, which has been placed at this point,
It
will become heated and the water will finally boil.
is evident that in this way the rays of the sun can be
caught and made serviceable to humanity especially
if the apparatus be regulated by a mechanism causing
;

it

to follow the course of the sun.

Nevertheless, this

arrangement appears to be but the germ
capable of greater development.

Upon

an idea

of

pors thus arising would then have to be condensed in
a basin placed upon some high spot, the downward
flow of water from which

any kind

energy of the sun might perhaps be made praceven in our latitude, where the radiation of
solar energy is so often interrupted, and a complete
of

storage

effected that

kind nature brings about in the formation

and

of coal,

lifted

up

and

in

plants

of

vapors of water being constantly
the skies. We should have to use here a
in the

thermo-electric column.

A number

end so as

two
end to

of strips of

different kinds of metal are placed alternately

form a zigzag band, and are soldered at
If the two ends of the band
be united by a wire and one of the strips of metal
forming the terminal indentations of the band be
heated, an electric current will begin to flow. It therefore does not seem inconceivable to produce in this
way, by concentration of the rays of the sun, thermal
currents, and to use the same in the production of accumulators.
In this way the energy of the sun, whose
radiation we receive interruptedly, could be put in a
permanent form, that is transformed into latent chemto

their points of contact.

ico-electrical energy.

We

can even conceive of a process of distillation
produced by the heat of the sun, whereby the latter
would be made, directly, or after necessary concentration, to

act

upon great quantities

of water.

The

va-

The

to

perform

in regions sup-

it

is at

the

to shine

Australian coal districts

are said to equal those of Europe.

that for

many purposes

coal

most convenient form

far the

for the smelting of ores (for

third of

all
if

English coal

the

employment

is

is,

Now,
and

it is

will

certain,

remain, by

for instance,
of energy
which at present about a
;

used), for railroads, etc.

of the other

forms of energy

described does not take place at the proper time and
for

method

way

;

the Chinese.

so, too,

in the

that

would enable us

In a similar

through
glass-screens upon the salt water, thus producing evaporation. The pure aqueous vapor is then precipitated
during the night in drops upon the glass-panes now
cooled by eradiation, and flowing along the panes is
taken up in receptacles, to serve as fresh drinking
water, the saline particles not having been evaporated
with it.
The last-mentioned suggestions and plans are
greatly fanciful, and, if at all, will be realized in different forms and in the distant future.
But to close. In my first remarks upon the available coal- supply I have spoken only of Europe; here
only will the supply be exhausted in the near future.
Other countries seem to be more richly possessed of
these stores.
The North American coal fields extend
over an area five times as great as the European and

ticable

of

work.

present time utilized by allowing

of the

imitation

of

plied only with salt water the heat of the sun

So that

the basis of this or a similar idea, a storage
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most extensive manner, we shall have to resort
to the purchase of coal from the

many purposes

countries that are supplied with

it.

And

the fear

is

then certainly justifiable, that the countries having
these "black diamonds," as the result of their posses-

Compelled to
sion, will outstrip the effete Europe.
pay large sums for coal from foreign countries, we
shall hardly remain competent to compete with these
And what will the result of this be ?
favored peoples.
The displacement of the centre of civilization from
Europe to these coal countries perhaps a wandering
of the nations thither, accompanied by wars for the
;

acquisition of these treasures or for the conquest of

the lands that conceal them.

But perhaps it will be possible in the meantime,
with the advance of human civilization, long before
the outbreak of such dreadful events, substantially to
diminish everj'where the consumption of coal and to
substitute before long other forms of energy for the
same. When all mankind shall have become convinced that our stock of coal is not possibly to be replaced, and that its economical use is a question of
existence, not only for a single nation, but for the

whole human

race,

some

international arrangement,

with regard to the consumption of coal

may

possibly
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be brought about, similar to the present Postal Union
and the mining of coal and the uses to which it shall
;

be put

will

be placed under international supervision.

But whither do

I

wander

And

?

into

what

histori-

Perhaps matters will take
is my path lost ?
an unforeseen and very different shape from that in
which we have depicted them. Yet one thing the
thoughts we have broached do teach, that despite the
cal vistas

countless triumphs of the
tion to our

wants

human mind

in the subjec-

of the forces of nature, the so-called

"lord of creation " still finds himself in complete dependence upon the natural earthly conditions that
have placed insuperable barriers against all his efforts.

AMERICAN AUGURIES.^
BY FELIX

L.

of

an endless Mongolian locust-swarm. A war of races
fail to cure the evils of such an invasion. Have

might

we

a right to prevent

situdes futurity

them

may have

Whatever

certain that for centuries to

it is

must remain the home

manned with
nowed wheat

political vicis-

United States,
come this country

of the progressive races

a picked crew, a field

— a boat

sown with the win-

of the Old World, an arena sacred to the
Republican principle La carri'ere oiiverie aux talents.
What chance bej'ond the mercy of a Coolie-slave
dealer have the dregs of an East Asiatic despotism in
such a country ? The fossils of a petrified nation in a
land of restless progress ? There is no hope for them.
The asthenia of the Chinese race is not the weakness
:

of infancy,

but the debility of old age.

Faculties

have become
they are incurious, rather than
extinct in their souls
ignorant, slaves without the love of liberty, not cowardly only but devoid of the instincts which may stimulate even a craven to heroic deeds, and unmanly to
that hopeless degree which begets indifference to
To praise
personal shame and personal pollution.

which are only dormant

OSWALD.

?

in store for the

in other nations

;

There

no doubt that long before the end of the
twentieth century our country will be convulsed by
agrarian agitations but here, as elsewhere, the comis

;

mon

sense of the batia fide agriculturists will turn the
scales in favor of law and order.

making

There are worse rocks ahead Sectarian education
and the Chinese problem. The next generation will
have to decide the question if a Republican government can afford to connive at the intrigues of corpora-

their industry is

tions laboring to perpetuate their prerogatives b}'

torpor of the opulent

;

fling the instinct of liberty in its cradle

sti-

and waging a

systematic war, not against special forms of rationalism,

but against reason

itself,

— but who, on the other hand,

have carried the manufacture

of

gree of perfection that partly

moral masks
defeats

its

to a de-

own

pur-

pose and may, therefore, be accepted as a temporarj'

compromise.
But the worst rock on the horizon of the future is
the Mongol immigration problem.
It is a lee-shore
reef that cannot be avoided, and we must trust to luck
and pluck to steer our way through its breakers.
China has long reached her practical maximum of population, and Nature has repeatedly removed the surplus by her merciless correctives pestilence and epidemic famine. The hunger-year, following the civil
war of 1859, subtracted at least two millions, the long
drought of 1875 and 1876 about 3,500,000.
In the
province of Kiang-Soo towns and whole districts were
entirely abandoned. The home government of a country like that could never prevent a mass-emigration if
the effluent channel had once burst its sluices they
might as well try to stop the exodus from an overstocked anthill.
Another drought or two, another inroad of the West-Tartars, with the least encouragement from the trans-Pacific side, and. that exodus
would soon become pandemic, and everj' western
-breeze would cover our shores with additional legions
:

;

*

Copyrighted under "American Auguries."

for

in

a virtue of dire necessity,

an over-populated country

by starvation

is

death

like theirs,

the inexorable alternative, and the

Chinaman combines the mental
Turk with the physical indolence

laziness of the wealthy

of the aristocratic Italian.

That lethargy might be ascribed

to the paralyzing

influence of despotism, but the conclusion that

be reclaimed by
Prisoners,

libertj-

not invalids,

it

could

would be wholly gratuitous.
can be benefited by open

and liberty develops vices, as well as virtues.
Emancipation from the control of their home feudalism, which developed the British immigrants' talent for
self-government and industrial enterprise gave the
same free scope to the cruelties and anarchical tendencies of the Spanish colonist, and would emancipate

gates,

onl}'

the evil passions of

many

Oriental nations.

modern Greeks would value our sparsely
tain

regions

chiefly

settled

The
moun-

from a bandit's point of view.

Malay immigrants would only run amuck over a larger
territor}', and their Mongolian neighbors would give
free rein to vices which only their abject poverty and
the Draconic code of their native legislators can

now

partly restrain.

Their standards of human merit are too different
from ours to admit of special comparisons but the
fact remains that during the last five hundred 3'ears,
and under the spur of fierce competition forthe barest
necessities of life, a nation of 300,000,000 souls has
;

not added a single important fact to the store of human
knowledge, has not produced a single great poet, philosopher or inventor, nor a social reformer, nor even a
great military genius, and the fact remains that vices

;

THE OREN
which only reared their heads among the prodigies
which presaged the downfall of the most corrupt western empires, have flourished in China for centuries,
like mushrooms in a pestilential swamp, and in their
cities, as well as in their remote rural districts the
ostracism of public opinion has long ceased to be a

check on moral infam}' of any kind.
Few of our countrymen have a right to reproach the
worshipers of Buddha with the absurdities of their creed,
and that creed is, indeed, nothing but the logical outcome of the moral type of the whole race and represents their highest conceptions of human virtue and
future beatitude. When the vital energies have been
spent to the last dregs by the drudgery of the day,
night and sleep become the sinnmum boniiin, and the
peace of Nirvana is perhaps the secret hope of many
who have never heard the name of Buddha. The
doctrine of Gautama is perhaps the best possible creed
for the worn-out victims of despotism and vice but it
;

strikingly illustrates the utter hopelessness of a race

which could extend

its

nihilism into the regions of eter-

All Asia

is

suffering from a disease

curable stage

;

the way, and the exodus of the

temple-spirits presages trouble in the

though the

cit}'

of the saints,

dynasty will not necessarily
our Republic.

fate of its

volve the fortune of

in-

But that fortune, too, will at last meet its Nemesis.
Sooner or later the Argo of our Union will lose her
charmed anchor, and a series of prosperous voyages
ma)' end with the usual shipwreck ;/// ierrac scmpitcnuim.

"All compounds are perishable," were the last
words of Buddha Sakyamuni. We are too apt to judge
a day by its evening.
Witness the silly sneers at the
founders of the ancient republics and the " memorable
downfall of their idols." Was Greece a failure because the wonder-star of her fate has

Was Rome
now

declined

at last

?

a failure because the eyrie of her eagles

mousing owls ?
Can the deathrevoke the fact that for nearly seven
centuries she teemed with life and light ?
We are too apt to forget that every season ought
is

a nest of

slumber

to be

of Italy

judged by

its

own

fruits,

and that Nature attains

dreary

"Too Late

"

Our own country has already

which has passed

her deserts are irreclaimable, and

centuries ago the raven of the

Nomas

has croaked

its

over the efforts of her social re-

formers, but the last degree of wretchedness has
its

Devas have prepared
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her purpose in transient products.

nity.

its

COURT.

still

gradations, and even the savages of Arabia and Be-

purpose, and
of

if

after centuries

our fortune should wane,

if

No

memory of a glorious sumcome when the desertvalleys from Dan to Bersheba, it
know that in those same valleys

the loathsome stagnation of the Chinese empire, for

sand

among

moribund states, China enjoys
that melancholy pre-eminence which Vera Cruz can

be enough to
millions of our fellowmen have

claim before other cities of our malarian gulf coast.

destiny of their species.

And though

the

of

public opinion

of this

republic

continent.

— moral,

and

;

the time should

if

cover

shall

will

all

fulfilled the

happiest

is

moving with a strong current in the direction of freetrade and cosmopolitan humanity, their advocates
would provoke a still mightier reaction if they should
compel us to admit merchandise from a fever- stricken
seaport and emigrants from the pesthouse of a dying
There

day

evening should be

winter can efface the

mer

number

its

clouded by tyranny, miserj^, and fanaticism, what of
"Let come what will, we have been blest."
that?

loochistan would refuse to exchange their anarchy for
a

partially fulfilled that
of prosperity the

THE BASES OF
BV W.

OuGHi- the Realist

to

R.

FICTION.

THAVER.

be ranked with

scientific

in-

what I can see and
what I hear," is his first rule. But immediately a difit is humanly impossible for him to reficulty arises
port all he sees and hears, or even a considerable porvestigators

"I

?

will report only

:

is

a curious analogy in the signs of the times

— of

He

—

tendencies of a great composite commonwealth, the

must select and the moment he begins
element of personality which precludes
The chemist canexact science, becomes prominent.
not select he must give each step in his experiment
he cannot say, I may ignore this. But the Realist does
and must decide what to use and what to pass by, and
He has verj'
his personality dominates his decision.

obliteration of old social lines of demarcation, caste-

lustily

the

social,

and dogmatical

our

own age and

century of our chronological era, the crum-

first

bling decay of an ancient culture, the disintegration
into

extreme materialism and eccentric spiritism, the

wide-spread doubt with its concomitant longing for
the peace of a conclusive creed, the cosmopolitan

barriers, guilds,

and other divisions that limited

social

union to a cohesion of horizontal layers, the progress
of tolerance, universal ecclecticism, the thousand-fold
reform -projects, the mental unrest, the revelations and

rumors

of revelations.

Does

it

augur the advent

of a

new Avatar

?

The

tion of

it.

to select that

;

denounced as unnatural, unscientific, the employment of plots in fiction, but what is this selecting
from a mass of incidents a few which he deems interrelated, if it be not the employment of a plot ?
"Still, I derive all my material from observation," he
may reply. And here again, facts have contradicted
him.

—

—
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—

But suppose he were right suppose he could escape from personahty, that law of our being, and restrict himself absolutely to observation, could he then

COURT.
him

as unscientific for

buke

to

commend

chemist

vice, as for the

virtue

and

to re-

an alkali or to

to love

detest an acid.

Now, while

establish his claim of being the true interpreter of life?

agree with him that the novelist's

I

Far from it. Observation is but one function, and not
We perceive obthe most important of intelligence.
but in our mind there are
jects singly, disjointedly
powers which classify and arrange them, according as
they differ from or resemble each other. Every instant
of our lives, our memory and our faculty of association are busy recording and distributing in proper categories the impressions which the outside world makes
on our senses and our mind conceives different ideas
which have no existence in outward nature, but are as
real as any we have.
From these elements which the
senses furnish, the mind creates, it cannot help creating general ideas just as truly as Nature creates new
Now, until the
forms from her material elements.
gospel of Realism was preached, men were agreed that
this power of creation was the highest attribute, the
peculiar glory, of the human race because by it has
originated the government, the religion, the art, the
literature of mankind.
Without it, men could never
have reached so simple a truth as that we should do unto
The life of
others as we would have them do unto us.
every intelligent human being may be described as the
perpetual effort to realize, that is, to work out in the concrete, the ideals which his mind has created from the
elements supplied by sensation. The machine which
may to morrow revolutionize our industrial methods,
the scheme which may reform our political system,
the doctrine which may quicken our religious life
these exist nowhere in the material world to-day; but

duty is to report facts as impartially as he can, I do
not admit that the novelist ought to have no prefer-

they exist as ideas in individual minds.

our eyes, or that

;

;

:

But the

first

commandment according

Thou shall iwl crealc
He binds
he shuts himself up in the same
with sheep or kine, which only observe, and do

giver of Realism

is

.'

himself to observation
fold

not so far as

edge

to the law-

;

we can ever

prove, attain to the knowl-

of general ideas, of looking before

and

after, of

Of course,

Nature prevents the Realist
from being as foolish as he aspires to be he can no
more restrict himself to his powers of observation and
wholly cut himself off from the generalizing and creative powers of his mind, than he can, if the whim take
him, see only oblong shapes and scarlet colors in the
creating.

;

ence between virtue and vice. And I am not surprised
that men who observe life in his temper, fix their attention on what is most gross and what is most petty,
because from observation alone they can never come
to understand what is essential and permanent, or to
discover the real proportions between good and

And

works

significant fact to

remember

is

that the

Realist desires to confine himself to this faculty of observation,

and that he asserts that by

the true representation of real

common
morals.
alist

I

have

just said

human

this

means alone

nature can be

that this faculty

we

share in

with animals, which have no conception of
Zola has told us that with morals the Re-

has no concern

— that

it

would be as

foolish,

and

happens that a great part

evil.

of the current

shockingly nasty or mon-

of Realists are either

and that the only plea which can be

urged in their defense is that they are exact photographs of actual conditions. Now it is perfectly proper
to strip for your bath, but it would be highly improper
Doubtless much
to appear naked in a drawing-room.
prudishness and much hypocrisy taint our speech and
habits in these matters but deeper than our flimsy and
;

insincere conventions, there

mon

a reason, rooted in

is

com-

sense and in moralliealth, which admonishes us to

decency, not less

"In

all

in

our writings than in our conduct.

you speak, speak the truth," should be

that

the guiding rule of

all of

to the gloss the Realist

us

but this

;

is

has added to

speak any truth in anyplace."

not equivalent

it

:

"You

the Realist in this

— and

in

so

shall

Let us be wise and

respect the eternal fitness of things, although

many

we

find

other matters

We

bent on disregarding the eternal fitness of things.

him

find

insisting, for

example, that we must keep his

pictures of obscenity and debauch constantly before

we must hear

his report of old maid's

gossip continually dinning in our ears, because, forsooth, having gone

up and down the world, he has

chosen to poke his nose into filth, or to listen to twaddle.
And the reason he gives for forcing them upon
us

is,

not that they are agreeable, nor that our morals

—

may

be improved by them has he not disavowed any
A
moral purpose ? but because these things exist

—

!

If
wonderful reason, a stupendous discovery, indeed
it be our duty to take these transcripts into our mind,
!

same reason,

then, for the

our room with as
will hold,
I

But the

it

strously trivial,

universe.

given.

thus

—

for

it

must be our duty

many pickpockets and

do not these also

exist

to

fill

ruffians as

it

?

do not believe that a single reader was ever made

better by reading novels which pretend to give a scientific,

impartial description of obscenity and vice

the contrary
of

I

;

on

believe that they have put into the minds

thousands a dangerous knowledge which they might

not otherwise have had, and that they have dulled the

moral sensibility
nishes civilized

which he

is

of

man

other thousands.

Nature

fur-

with a keen sense of smell, by

disgusted with material

filth.

I

have seen
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Egyptians unconcernedl}' eat their meal beside a cessand sleep near a dunghill, from which Caucasians with more sensitive olfactory nerves made haste
Unfortunately, the moral sense of smell
to get away.
develops slowly,
in many men is merely rudimentary,

whims, omissions

— so that

of

pool,

—

the}' easily lose their

power

of distinguishing

come to take dedamning objection to the

stenches from sweetness, and then

And

light in stenches.

the

which dominates France to-day, is, not that
it is manufactured
according to Zola's theory, or according to George
Sand's theory, but that those who manufacture it have
lost their moral sense of smell.
And surely we can announce that Reality is broader,
and deeper, and higher than we could ever infer from
the Realist's philosophy.
There is a reality of the
senses, and a reality of the mind virtue is real, though
it is not a person
sincerity is real, though it is not a
tree.
The mistake of the Realist is that he confines
Reality to those things which he can hold in his hand,
or test by methods of chemistry and physics.
He has
pompously introduced himself as being above all a
practical man, but it is the fashion of the practical
man, as Matthew Arnold remarks, "to scrape the surliterature
it is

Realistic or Romantic, not that

:

than any which preceded

Darwin's descripgrowth of organic life,
immeasurably more beautiful and more religious, than

He

has fallen into the error of

means visionary, vague, confused.
But ideal Reality is the true, sensual Reality the false
and the processes by which the creative faculty deals
with types and thoughts, are as completely subject to
thinking that ideal

;

Imagination
is the power which controls the highest workings of the
mind, holding up a light before the steps of Reason.
law, as are the processes of observation.

It

is

the faculty which penetrates to the essence of

and discerns ever wider circles of ha'rmony
yet the Realist confounds Imagination with the very
ordinary faculty which invents ghost-stories and the
things,

:

plots of sensational novels

When Newton

!

discovered

that a single law rules the seemingly multitudinous

phenomena of motion, he was guided by imagination
when Darwin, disregarding the non-essentials of a myr;

iad isolated facts in Natural History, perceived that a

common

unity

nation.

And

bound them

together, that

was imagi-

so in morals, in art, in history, in

liter-

ature, wherever you meet what is most permanent and
most precious, what in a word is most real, you
may be sure that you are in the presence of the imag-

—

Human

ination.

order

;

—

nature

and the perception

pleasure,

is

our craving

beautiful.
for,

strains

instinctively after

of order, of

And from

harmony, gives

this instinct

comes

our delight in Beauty, and the highest

products of imagination are inevitably beautiful.

Is

which Newton unfolded of the cosmos
where the stars in their courses, and the dewdrop falling from a rose, equally obey a vast, harmonious law,
and all move in rhythm, immeasurably more beautiful.
not the view

Is not

it ?

tion of the uniform, rhythmic

that earlier theory of special creations, interruptions,

human

Likewise

?

in the best

expressions

nature, this transcendent quality manifests

Dante and Shakespeare

itself.

superior,

are

be-

cause their imaginations pierced deepest into the
complexities of human nature and perceived wider
relations, more rhythm, more harmony.
M. Zola and
Mr. Howells are inferior because they lack imagination,

and content themselves with photographing the
sitory surfaces of

we should

And

life.

I

tran-

think that to be accurate,

not call them Realists, but Epidermists,

writers, that

is,

who

restrict

—

themselves to describing

the skin of things, the cuticle of society, and

who have

often a strong preference for very dirty skin.

What

;

face of things only."
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a contrast

Goethe, a genuine Realist, as-

!

signs noble praise to Schiller, because
" Indessea scbritt sein Geist gewaltig fort

Ins

Ewige des Wahren, Guten, Schonen,
hinter ihm in wesenlosem Scheine

Und

Lag, was uns alle bandigt, das Gemeine.'^

M. Zola and

his disciples ignore the

"that which already binds us

all,

the

vulgar, alleging as a reason that this

imagination

— that

Good, ignore the
tightly upon us

more

Beautiful, and wish but to bind

is

common,"
the True

!

the

But

the quality which reveals to us

is

is the standard by
which we measure the work of statesman and scientist,
novelist and painter.
See how futile the piling up of
facts is, till the man comes who, understanding their
relations, knows how to use them
converts for instance a few tons of shapeless coal and iron and a hogshead of water into a locomotive. Nature furnished
him with no pattern of his machine she gave the materials, and his imagination showed him how to apply
them. Just in the same way she may never have made
a flesh-and-blood Hamlet or Othello, but she supplied
the imagination of Shakespeare with the hints from
which he fashioned those wonderful characters. And

the farthest-reaching truths, that

;

:

we know

that Othello

is

true to the laws of ideal

nature, just as clearly as

discovered by

Newton

we know

is

Whence

true.

human

that the cosmic law
that faculty

comes, no analysis can explain Shakespeare himself
could not tell us.
But it is as unlikely that, before
venturing to introduce the players in Hamlet, he read
up all the books about the stage, or even spent a few
evenings in an actress's box, as that he could have vis:

ited

Brutus

in his tent

last act oi Julius

Queen Catherine's

We
but

at Philippi, before writing the

Crnsar, or

passed a few mornings in

boudoir, before writing Henry V'lII.

cannot explain the origin of the imagination,

we recognize

example of it

in

its

music

works.

— an

art,

Let me recall a single
by the way, which could
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never have been perfected by observation, because outward nature furnishes only very rudimentary sounds,
like the chirping of sparrows, the clucking of hens, the
braying of donkeys, and the rushing of wind and

Beethoven, lying awake one night, heard a
man who had forgotten his latch-key, rap sharply with
the knocker on the door. Instantaneously there flashed
into Beethoven's imagination the thought. So Fate
knocks on the door, and with this thought there poured
in a musical theme, which he afterwards expanded in

waters.

COURT.

to discover the relations
sent.

among

the things they repre-

In a few algebraic S5'mbols the astronomer writes

the formula of the earth's motion around the sun, but

these symbols are not the earth, nor the sun, nor the

motion, although you maintain that they are."
advice should

ridge's

wish to portray

life.

to pick nature's

pocket

as to repay

Cole-

be recommended to all who
" A poet," he says, " ought not
:

let

him borrow, and

by the very act

so

borrow

Examine

of borrowing.

one of the sublime movements of his Fifth Symphony.
All this in a moment, while perhaps a score of other

nature accurately, but write from recollection ; and
trust more to your imagination than to memory."
" I never see sunsets like yours," said a " Realis-

"

tic "

Realistic " persons in that street heard onl)' a

monplace

and grumbled

noise,

turbing their slumber.

com-

man for

stupid

at a

dis-

When anyone possesses imagcommon people call it

ination in this higher degree,

knowing very well that the name does not expower Realists, who tolerate nothing "ocdeny the existence of genius, but do their round-

genius,

plain the
cult,"

;

about, chemico-physical terms define

explain

it

it

any better or

at all ?

In epochs

when

the imagination

is dull,

men

strive

by lower methods to represent reality, although, as we
have seen, the imagination alone can do this adequately and they borrow, therefore, the tools and processes of science, and hope by microscopic analysis
and by the accumulation of hundreds of minute, trivial
One of
details, to pass off their counterfeit on us.
;

these mighty fellows requires a chapter for telling us
that his hero went down town in a horse-car another
devotes twenty pages to speculating whether his heroine ought to have said "Thank you" to the waiter at
;

a dinner-party.
less interesting

ciples of

Reality

their insect eyes

they take
freckles

The buttons on your waistcoat are not
than the stars in Orion to these dis!

down

:

a wart looms

They waste

huge as Olympus

dialects in short-hand

and measure wrinkles

portance to "local color."

to

their time over externals;

;

;

they count

they attach great im-

And when

their travail

is

ended, behold, they have brought forth but a mouse,
a "Realistic" mouse indeed, yet still only a mouse.

And

would say

could,

and it may be ours to an}'
" Realist " who declares that he never saw the beauty,
the spirituality in life which we find reproduced in the
works of all those who have represented life most
So those who have no sense of humor, might
truly.
maintain that humor does not exist and it would be
of no avail to prescribe for them a course of reading
" The light that never was on sea or
in Cerventes.
"

was

his reply,

:

land

"

shines not in their mind's eye.

mistaking of symbols
worship of the external and transient
and todaj'they inare always evidence of weakness
dicate that the. art of fiction, so far as it is tainted by
Had we time to rethem, is sickly and decadent.

This lack

of imagination, this

for realities, this

;

—

view even hastily the historj' of other arts, painting,
we should find similar
for example, or sculpture,

—

fluctuations

:

the imaginative Periclean period

embo-

dying the highest intellectual conceptions in the statuary of Phidias, the materialistic Roman period proMichael Angelo's Last Jtidgducing goatish satyrs
nicnt and Tintoret's Paradise superseded for a time by
the bestialities of Giulio Romano, and by the unshaven
old men and wrinkled old women of Denner. In countries morally rotten, like France to-day, the Realistic
novel fastens upon the sensual and the abominable
in countries like our own, where the reading masses
;

:

are not nasty, but are materialized, the Realistic novel

shrewdly

flatters their vanity b)'

representing

all

the

—

world as commonplace and materialistic as themselves.
We hastily assume that the Elizabethan era was peculiarly favorable for the production of ideal works

—

—materialistic conditions existed
and had Zola andMr. Howells — instead Shakespeare
and his fellows — interpreted the Elizabethan age, the

you point out to them that their purpose should
not be to compete with Nature
for she has a canvas
of infinite extent, and time of infinite duration for painting her pictures, whereas man has but a span's-breadth
they rage at you as a
of canvas and a few brief years,
visionary, and call you'idealist,' 'romanticist,' and other
very dreadful names. Yet the truth remains that the way
in which to paint (say) a ten-acre meadow is not to take
a ten acre canvas, and to count every blade of grass,
and every drop of water in the brook which flows
through it. Nature will beat the Realist every time,
and if our ears were a little keener, no doubt we should
" I furnish innumerhear her laughing at him.
if

able symbols," she

"Don't you wish you

lady to Turner.

madam?

to

him: "it

is

for

you

:

but then

— as

now

;

of

one would have found plenty

of the

gross, the other plenty of the

abominable and

sordid and

trivial,

to

There were maEpidermist methods.
But their
terialists and sensualists then, and always.
reports pass awaj', and only the chronicles of the
deeper nature abide. The Epidermist is to Shakespeare and George Eliot, as the journalist is to Thuc}-didc3 and Carlyle.
occupy

his

;
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Moreover, the chief distinction of our age is believed to be derived from our progress in Science
;

and nothing commends itself to us unless it can give
the watchword, scientific.
Since our material condition has been immeasurably improved by scientific
methods can we not talk and travel b)' electricity,
can we not shoot a man eight miles off ? we have
jumped to the conclusion that we have only to adopt
the same methods in fiction and in painting, and in
poetry, in order to distance all previous achievements
in literature and art.
The truly wonderful advance we have made in
adapting machinery to human uses, has caused further confusion.
Many persons imagine that the effects of art can be produced by mechanical methods
and a photograph, in their uncultivated judgment, excels a portrait bj' Titian
a chromo is just as good as
an original landscape by Turner. The novel as proposed by the Realists, can never be more than a literary chromo.
This exaggeration of a special trait is unavoidable
it. is the defect which necessarily accompanies
the
qualities of the time.
No nation develops symmetricallj' all its powers at once
now one qualitj' is uppermost, now another when art predominates science
must languish when science predominates, art must

—

—

:

:

;

:

:

:

idle for the writer to

Who bothers himself now about
the squabbles of the Classicists and Romanticists
a
:

few good works, and a mountain of unread polemics,
have survived the conflict.
"The point is," said
Goethe, "for a work to be thoroughly good and then
sure to be classic."
Homer, Dante, and Shakespeare did not write to illustrate an ism ; they did not
it is

say,

We

nation

saw

;

;

soon sinking into puerile h3'mns
and the other arts were banished, because Theology
chose to regard the Beautiful as a seduction of the
devil.
This is what happens when a single quality
lords it over an era
and it may well be that posterity
shall be as much astonished at the tyrannj' of Science
in our age, as we are astonished at the extravagance
and despotism of Calvinistic Theology a few generascientific

The

doctrinaires

methods on

who

to-day would force

fiction sneer just as

vehemently

against the just claims of Beauty and of Morals, as

those former Calvinistic doctrinaires sneered against
the just claims of Beauty and of Science.
Fanatics
vary their hobbies, but fanaticism has the same characteristics

from age

Mankind
little

to age.

trouble themselves, in the long run, very

about theories literary and theories

They know enough

to

all

and they
the facul-

man cannot

grasp them.
Indeed, it was as impossible for these masters to divorce themselves from

ties of

imagination as

it is

for our

Epidermists

possess imagination to counterfeit
life really

without

it,

So many-sided

it.

who do

not

or to represent
is life

that

it

of-

ten requires a whole school of writers to interpret a
single side

and we need not despise Scott because
differs from Thackeray's or from

;

his interpretation

George Eliot's
would cramp us
:

let

us rather despise the partisan

into

the straight-jacket of his

who
little

theory.

Obedient
;

to the

we seek

law of our nature we strain after
to express by images ever truer

beautiful, our imperfect

The healthy soul is
ways demands the best and
unity.

:

wherein

is

apprehension

of

alwa)'s an aristocrat, al-

Literature

stored the best from

many

is

the granary

harvests.

The

and wonder, and beauty of life do not diminish as we learn more of the structure of our dwelling,
and of ourselves but the}' are enhanced and intensimyster}",

;

fied.
"

To see a world in a grain of sand.
And a heaven in a wild flower
Hold

infinity in the

.\nd eternity in an

palm of your hand,
hour,"—

;

;

tions ago.

really,

that realities are so inexhaustible that

:

of Calvinized poetry,

upon observation, and smother imagi-

ivill rely

they saw things intensely,

and more

:

it

;

by forcing upon

methods which can never produce
A parallel will perhaps
make this clearer. There was a period when Calvinistic Theology reigned supreme
Science pined, because the facts of Nature must all correspond to the
theory of Nature which Theology had arbitrarih' set
up the study of History suffered, because all chronicles had to be adjusted to match the supposed methods of an Almighty whom Calvin called God
Literature sickened, taking the form of dyspeptic sermons or

is

coincides with yours.

perfection

it

and it
assure you that he produced
to }ou,

by the only approved method for representing the
truth
you will discover soon enough how far his truth

languish. To-day, science causes literature to suffer,
the highest literary results.
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The book comes

pect doctrinaires.

beware

of

artistic.

dogmas, and

to sus-

to one who realizes this, no character is too humble,
no incident too insignificant to be studied and reported but, unless imagination illumine the work and
show the relations which unite the individual to the
general life, and have reverence for the proper perspective, the grain of sand will be but a bit of dead
matter, the lowly character will be but a chemico;

moment will be but the
Whenever "Realists" succeed in

physical puzzle, the

ticking

of a clock.

setting

permanent and valuable representations of society, it will be found that they have used,
with greater or less skill, those very faculties which M.
Zola commands them to abandon and suppress.
The stars have revolved and shone undisturbed
while Chaldeans and Eg3'ptians hazarded their little
unheeding they have made music
guess about them
together, while Galileo and Newton and Herschel
forth

by

fiction

;
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they
dances and traced their circuits
though human telescopes and human
And so,
theories of astronomy alter from age to age.
in the spiritual firmament, the stars will shine, to
guide our steps, to awaken in us a deeper awe, to in-

watched

their

not

will

;

alter,

more vivid

spire us with a

stand as the symbols of what

realization of beauty, to
is

permanent

THE COMMUNISM OF
The

nature of

emotional,

is

all

soul-life,

It is

is

of Reality.

SOUL-LIFE.
intellectual

as well as

No growth of

founded upon communism.

ideas for any length of time

munication.

—

possible without

warmth

the

of a

And

With every sentence
is

that

you speak

to others,

a

And in their
Some may fall

souls your words may fall like seeds.
by the wayside where the fowls come and devour them
Others may fall upon a rock where they have
up.
Some may fall among thorns which
not much earth.
Yet some of them will fall upon
will choke them.
good ground and the words will take root and grow
and bring forth fruit, some a hundred-fold, some sixty:

some

fold,

thirty-fold.

We
single

may compare humanity to a coral plant. The
corals are connected among themselves through

the canals in the branches from which they grow.

one of them can prosper without supplying
bors with the superabundance of

mam
much

difference
closer

freely gives

is

that the

its

prosperity.

its

communism

No

neigh-

The

of soul life is

and more intimate, and the thinker who

away

giver of material

his spiritual
gifts,

treasures, unlike the

does not lose

he

:

is

rather

the gainer, for spiritual possessions grow in importance
the

more profusely they are imparted. The commoner

they are, the more powerful they become.

Every

action produces

instructive truths,

natural results.

its

warm

Schiller says

:

" Die Welegeschiclite,
1st

"History

is

das Weltgerichte."

judgment

the

tory of every person

transferred to them.

ideas,

and sympathy will accomplish great
things.
But evil words possess a similar power.
Strong characters will hear and reject evil words, but
weak minds will be poisoned by them. It is the great
consequence that speech draws with it, which demands that before uttering it we should weigh every
word.
Every idle word that men speak, says Christ,
they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment. And the day of judgment takes place now and
The day of judgment is the time when every
here.
of good-will

it

sympathetic heart which kindles

similar feelings in others.

part of your soul

Good and noble
words

the exchange of thought and mutual

criticism that produces intellectual progress.
is

com-
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is

and the

of nations,"

his life

and future

fate.

his-

And

in addition to this fate during life-time, the day of
judgment is the blessing that later on will attend
every good deed and the curses that will inevitably
follow upon every bad action.

Who

is

so vile as to be indifferent to the effects of

he has passed away

his life after

?

Who

so base as

is

not to care whether the effects of his actions shall or

prove a curse to humanity? We ought to
posterity will judge of our actions after
we are gone and what we would think of ourselves
when, in the peaceful rest of the grave, we hope for
neither personal advantages nor disadvantages.
We ought to reason from the standpoint of the progressive spirit in a future humanity.
These considerations should be among the strongest of the motives
that determine our actions.
shall not

consider

how

The communism

of soul-life

is

not limited to the

extends to the past as well as to
the future.
The present generation of humanity is
like the present generation of live corals who have
grown from, and rest upon, thework of former generapresent generation

tions.

The

;

it

ancestors of the corals

now on

the surface

and unprofitable,' cannot be expected
to overflow with deep thought.
But those who are
rich in spiritual treasures will not, as misers, keep them
for themselves. For out of the abundance of the heart
the mouth speaketh, and spiritual treasures are not
wasted when imparted they are not lost, but put out
on usury, and will multiply and thus bring great reward, although the reward be not personal profit to

where the sun
made the waters warm and the surf afforded them sufficient food
and when in the lapse of time through
terrestrial changes the bottom on which they had settled, sank slowly deeper and deeper, they built higher
and higher, and in this way they managed to keep
near the surface. The branches in the cold deep waters are now dead
yet they furnish a solid basis to
the coral life above, where the sun shines and the
currents of the surf pass to and fro.
If the corals could think and speak, I wonder
whether the living generation on the surface would
not rail at the corals in the cold deep below
At least
the present human generation very often does. Those
who feel the necessity of progress, who wish humanity
to remain uppermost and to rise higher, are apt to

ourselves.

overlook the merits of their ancestors

spiritual giving is a gaining

possession of other peoples' minds.
sion,

a

istence into other souls
tion of our

other souls.
versation
'

It is

is

own

it is

;

of

psychic

our individual ex-

a rebuilding, a reconstruc-

souls or of parts of our

It is

a taking

an expan-

transplantation of our thoughts, a

growth beyond the narrow limits

are

it is

;

own

souls, in

Every conThose whose souls

a transference of mind.

an exchange of souls.

flat, stale,

;

lived in the shallow places of the ocean,

;

;

!

;

the}'

observe

;

;
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that the ideas of former generations are antiquated and
do no longer fit into the present time.
Thus they
brand the old views as superstitions and forget that

and that they stand upon their ancestors'
It would seem as if the dead corals in the cold
work.
dreary deep must have been always unfit for life yet
there was a time when their coral homes thrilled with
life
and so there was a time when the superstitions of
to-day were true science and true religion although
they are now dreary and cold.
peared

humanity

The

Has

?

disap-

it

has not disappeared; but continued, and

It

?

continuation

its

the past

life of

the coral

is

life of

to-day.

So the

former generations has not disappeared.

of

humanity continued, and lo it is present
in every one of us.
We may reproach our ancestors
for mistakes, but whenever we reproach them, we reproach ourselves.
We wish to be individuals, and flatter ourselves
that we are quite original.
Goethe explains in a little
life of

poem

rived from his parents and grandparents. All together

He

his character.

concludes

:

vanity to think that

ich nicht gar zu wunderlich

Selbst Ueberliefrung wfire.'']

There

us, but we owe it to humanity
based upon communism. We cannot entirely escape its evil consequences, but neither
can we entirely forfeit its blessings, and the blessings
is

nothing in

;

for all soul-life is

are greater than

its

curses.

p.

c.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE AFRICAN
To

tJie

are something by our-

we understand

vanity

ego, of a something

which

is

which

at-

an inflation of the
erroneously supposed to

ridiculous, because Self by itself

rectly called

a conceit

It is

be quite individual and original.

This pride is always
a mere nothing it

is

:

and pride of Self is therefore corvanit}-, which means emptiness.
Our

hollow bubble

spiritual existence

;

is

We

an inheritance.

are a "tra-

Goethe says in another little poem, in
which he depicts the vanity of the boast to rid onedition," as

He

self of tradition.

says

IN AMERICA.

Editor of The Open Court

Mr. C. Staniland

:

—

Wake has offered

in your No, of June 26th,
a criticism of my remarks on this question, apropos of my advocacy of the proposition to deport the people of African descent
now in the United States to Africa. His criticism covers the following points, and accompanying comments.
;

the superstitions of the

Negro are not more degrading

be made. Second the Negro will probably develop more rapidly
in. this country than he has done in Africa, because in the latter
;

we

taches a special value to Self.

is a

the tiu h.

ination against the former, in favor of the latter, should therefore

Original in fact."*

By

is

than those of the lower class of whites of Europe, and no discrim-

The elements extract,
What is in man, that will remain

selves.

it

I."

Es mirzur hUchsten Ehre,

Wenn

First
" since from the complex you cannot

It is

!

!

that the different features of his character are de-

make up

should

Als Autochthone rechnet' ich

;

the coral

I

["Gernwar ich Ueberliefiun^ lo;
Und ganz original
Doch ist das Unternehmen gross
Und fiihrt zu mancher Qual,

;

is
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indigenous,

Consider the honor high.

old,

Where

I

But strange enough
Tradition myself am

the views of the present generation have developed

from the

Were

:

country he has been under " climatic and other influences which

have not only hampered him in the race for life, but have absoany improvement." Third; the extensive hybridization of the black with the white race, Mr. Wake does not
believe possible, and he doubts whether such hybridization, should
lutely prevented

it

occur, will result in a deterioration of our population.

since the

Negro vote can never control the government

United States, Mr.

Wake

does not think that

it

will

Fourth;
of the

be of much

moment

as affecting the future of our country.
This criticism attacks the subject from a rational, instead of

from a sentimental standpoint, and has

The

accordingly.

subject

is

my

respect and attention

a question of facts and probabilities,

and it is getting to be a subject for action. I will comment on Mr.
Wake's positions as follows.
First as to negro and white superstitions, and the respective
Mr. Wake knows I suspect,
political merits of the two races.
that the superstitions of the Negroes are more irrational and debasing than those of any of the white race, even of the lowest.
But Mr. Wake is right in supposing that I would probably prefer
;

•

Would from

tradition free myself.

Original I'd be

1

Yet great the undertaking is
And trouble it heaps on me.

*

of

this

poem

the beginning

is

better

known than

its

conclusion.

that the whites in question should not be permitted to exercise the
It

reads

privilege of suffrage, until they have

in the original

"

Vom

Vater hab' ich die Statur,

Des Lebens ernstes

Fiihren,

Von Miitterchen die Frohnatur
Und Lust zu fabuliren.

increase in population.

Urahnherr war der Schiinsten hold.
Das spukt so hin undwieder,
Urahnfrau liebte Schmuck und Gold,
Das zuckt wohl dutch die Glieder.
Sind nun die Elemente nicht

Aus dem Complex zu trennen.
ist denn an dem ganzen Wicht
Original zu nennen ?

Was

shown

indications of material

and in this opinion I am supported
by the great majority of .Americans. Universal suffrage is, I think,
a mistake, and its evils will become more and more apparent with
progress and improvement

;

Tae

natural prosperity of a rich country,

not half populated, quite blinds our eyes to the evils to

come from

this source.

Second as to the probable development of the negro in this
country as compared with his history in Africa. The essence of
the question is involved in this proposition, and as it is a question
;

of probabilities, a positive solution

is

of course impossible.

far as the facts in our possession go, they point in

my

So

opinion, to
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Mr. Wake,

but one result,

like

many

others, lays great stress

on

white,

This

a fair statement.

is

is

not stated to provoke unfavor-

women

climatic and other conditions in Africa, which have "absolutely

able comparison with white

prevented any improvement in the Negro," It is time that this
Africa is a continent of
fiction was eliminated -from the question.
South Africa is
the greatest variety of climates and productions.
Even in
a temperate region, and the cold is often considerable.
the subtropical regions the nights are often cool, and in regions
not forest-covered, often cold enough to freeze the water in the
There are high plateaus and mountain
vessels of the traveler.
ranges as in other continents, entirely habitable by the white race.
Any and all kinds of soil can be found, and there is every natural
But the temperate parts
stimulus to all kinds of human industry.

shows that such colored women are numerous, and that they do not
restrict themselves to their own color.
We have also before us
the populations of all countries inhabited by two races as the
West Indies, SoTith and Central America, and Mexico, Hybridization is the rule, and not the exception.
There is no evidence to
show that the white race is improved by the mixture with the Negro,
and much to show the contrary. Indeed the common sense of the
matter is too plain for discussion.
We want no such race to deal
with in the future of our country's history, whether it be intel-

of Africa have not produced a civilized people.

very regions which are the

home

o£ the lovvest races of

Bosjesman, and the Hottentot. There
the ten thousand years or
arity.

is

man, the

absolutely no e.xplanation

more

of their existence, but race peculi-

are confirmed in this opinion

when we

find in this

which correspond to this remarkThese peculiarities have been demonstrated
on Negroes of North American birth oftener than on those born

race, structural characteristics

able historical fact.

in Africa or elsewhere.

To

the naturalist these facts speak

more impressively than the
The Negro is a race in-

well-intended hopes of philanthropists.

ferior in character to the neolithic and most of the palaeolithic

extinct races of prehistoric Europe.

below him.

The

Only the Canstadter race stands

length of time required to develop

modern out

of prehistoric Europe has been immense, and it is supposed to
have been accomplished largely by the aid of the immigration of
The
races of older civilization from Eastern Europe or Asia.

marked characters as those of the Negro is
be enormous in the animal kingdom, and human

persistency of such

same

type.

only

It

—

if we can help ourselves.
Those who favor the continuance of the Negroes in this counentirely forget the importance which attaches to the question
heredity.
They do not consider the care which is necessary

lectual, moral, or political,

these

the African race to produce a civilization in say

of the failure of

And we

It is in fact

of the

try

of

maintenance of any superior race of dogs, cattle or horses,
and how easily the good points of such are lost by a single admixture of inferior stock.
Shall we not take the same care of our own
species and race? The Indo-European cannot afford to waste or
lose what he has been several thousand years in gaining To allow
to the

such a condition to exist as

is likely to lead to such a result, is a
crime of gigantic proportions. This contamination of the superior

race was one of the evils of slavery, but the supposition that the
process
tution

materially checked by the disappearance of that insti-

is

is

chimerical.

eral result will

It

may be somewhat

delayed, but the gen-

be the same,

cannot admit that the million and more Negro votes are an
unimportant factor in our government. These votes are in part at
I

the disposition of those

who

will

appeal to the superstitions of the

Negro, and in part purchasable.

They

are not definitely assign-

able to any particular party, except in a large degree to that party

history

which chooses to adopt the most unworthy methods. We do not
want such votes, and such voters. Such is the ignorant vote every-

is

where.

known

also

to

and anthropology give us no ground for supposing that man
any exception to the rule. I lay the principal stress on the facts
The question is
contained in this and the preceding paragraphs.
The Hindoo, and some
not one of black skin, nor of prejudice.
other branches of the Indo-European race are black and brown,
but this fact has not prevented them from attaining a considerable
civilization in letters and arts, if' not yet in science.
The dark
skin of the Negro is but a coincidence. Some of the Zulus are quite
light-colored. As to prejudice, the present writer's views are based
on a cool consideration of the question. If the facts could be otherwise interpreted, no one would be better satisfied than he.
In this connection Mr. Wake refers to the incurable savagery
of the Australian aborigines, and says that they may " belong to the
primitive white stock." Now no one knows what the primitive
race from which the Indo-European, the Mongolian, and the Negro
subspecies originated.
It may have been something like the
Australian, who is somewhat intermediate between them,
That
the " white stock " originated from them is not very likely, however, as the ancestors of the Indo-European have been probably
found in the prehistoric men of the regions they now inhabit. Be
that as it may, the Indo-European has so long abandoned the savage

state, that

he takes

to civilization naturally, for history has no
when he was not so in one region or another.
Negro is exactly the re\»erse. The monuments
Egypt represent him 6000 years ago as he is to-day, and his own

While the negro vote

can, of course, not control our gov-

ernment alone, it may do so precisely as the smaller vote of New
York City has elected at least one president, and has otherwise
seriously impressed itself on the general government.
It may
readily on numerous occasions hold the balance of, power.
It may
govern directly at least two states. South Carolina and Mississippi,
and so send four senators to Washington, and in case of closely
drawn issues control the senate. It will be supreme in very

many

local districts of the South.

All this only requires to be

mentioned to be understood. Its evils have innumerable ramifications throughout our body politic.
There is certainly no reason
why we should assume all this, when our own race has so many
pressing necessities, with which we can labor with some hope of
immediate success.

The

federal election

bill,

for securing the full

Negro vote

in

the South has passed the House, and

it is said that it will probably
This will bring the question home both to the
the North. The question is, however, chiefly for the

pass the Senate.

South and

to

South

to answer.-

not?

If not, will

It is this, Will you permit the Negro to vote or
you surrender the representation which his nu-

meration as a voter gives you

in the council of the nation?

name must be

If

the

record of the time

Negro

The

be no difficult matter to take him from the lists by the enactment of state laws fixing an educational and property test for all

of

history of the

records of himself are not to be found.

That the white and black races

will

Ten

not to vote, his

taken from the registry

lists.

This will, of course, cut off a good many white
This you will not like but " you cannot have your cake
and eat it too." As a Northern man I object to being governed
even in part, by a non-voting population. It was partly to sup-

voters alike.

not hybridize

when

living

in contact, is a supposition that will not bear examination.
No
one who knows the habits of the colored race can have any question
on that score. One only needs to be familiar with the streets of
any city in the United States, where Negroes abound, after dark,
to doubt the general result.
A few observations of the streets of
Washington, D. C, under the circumstances mentioned, will con-

vince the most skeptical.

is

It will

black and yellow

women

to

one

voters.

press the excess of representation

possessed

by the South

Which
ization

Africa.

in

war for the Union was fought.
Meanwhile to settle this and the hybridquestion together, I think the Negro should go back to

virtue of their slaves, the
will

you do?

E. D. Cope.

"
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THE "IDEA OF GOD" A PARALOGISM.
To

the Editor

of The Open Court:

—

attempted to indicate.
'

'

'

•

;

much edification.

Dr. Paul Carus's
exhaustive tract and volume, " The Idea of God" and " Fundainental
Problems" I am desirous, with his sanction as Editor of The

Open Court,

lately perused, with

submit here a few remarks traversing,

to

at

our pres-

immeforth more

ent standpoint of Science and Culture, the validity of this

which has seldom,

morial sophism,

if

ever,

been

set

plausibly than in his two above mentioned apologies.

I

shall best

execute this most unpopular and unenviable duty by placing, in the

my own

fore front of \he conspectus,

excogitated substitute, that

all

mus/ be human not superhuman, and that Entheism, a felicitous coinage of Dr. Carus, implies the immanence or immersion of Theism, in all its multiform
idea or vision, abstract or concrete,

Humanism and

shapes, in

when we speak

deed,

ultimately in Solipsismal Egoism.

and

of Ideas

we

Ideals,

virtually,

phcitly and implicitly, postulate the fact that Being

is

In-

both ex-

really only

human mind that Esse is at once acand passive, i. e. both percipere and percipi, concipere and
And if such, not " Very God
concipi, subject and object in one.
of Very God," but only " Very Self of Very Self." Schiller, bred
a military surgeon and anatomist, whom Ueberweg terms the most
gifted of the Kantians, poetically states this belief in what he labels

percept and concept of the

;

tive

"Das Ideal

his Lehrgedicht,

ows

"

lets

:—

ttnd das Leben," or "

(Phenomena), especially
'

in the stanza

Realm

of shad-

containing the coup-

Nehmt die Gottheit au/in euern IVlllen,
Und sie steigt von ikrent IVeltenihron,^'

a

Mit des Menschcn IViderstand versckiuindet

ambition

sion and precision,

Dunce-dom.

the supreme flood-tide of even his genius.

and thus

to

Schiller, in the

make

it

:

resis

—

or

Ego

is,

to itself,

i.

e.

and constructor (creator or
demiurge) of all things and nothings, no other "glorious Architect
Divine being accessible to thought and therefore Dualism is pracThis monistic thesis or synthesis is equivatically non-existent.
as special mode of Sensation
lent to the datum that Mentation
standard,

'

'

—

Gnosis, so that " thing

the limit of all
ject can only be cognized as " think
is

concept, embracing thus the onuie

only Nihility.

But while

Hylo-Idealism

is all in all,

"

or subject,

scibile,

also

i,

e.

"

or ob-

percept and

outside which must be

this alone suffices for
I feel

knowledge

all

— the

real

Proteus as Bacon styles "Nature," anA inter alia multa, as the
"Unknown [unknowable] God " our race has hitherto ignorantly

and too often hypocritically worshiped, or made believe so to
Ethically from the hideous defects, unmoral and immoral of
do.
Nature, " especially in the sentient order or disorder of
are forced to the
is

same conclusion

"Idea

that the

but a

not a veridical concept,

relic of

Provisionalism, or working hypothesis, to be

includes

now

of

'

things,

'

God,"

its

physiological

discarded, like

my contention

that

that this subjectivation of

object comes out very clearly from the morphology of the essential

forms of Theism, heno-theism not excepted
barbaric Medicine men abhorrent to

all

;

—

heritage from

much

Science, moral or physical, and as

is

a direct

all

true

out of date in scien-

epochs like the present, as Metempsychosis Pantheism, the
Archeism of Van Helmont and others quite unverifiable and obscurant and indeed paralogical speculations of experience-shunnIt is now more than time that they
ing, one-sided Mysticism.
should resolve themselves into positive Monism, of which Self is
centre, radius, and periphery. I refer once more to Miss Naden's patific

"Humanism

Theism," which very brightly relegates Deity
same fabulous category as the Muses, Graces
or Fates. In Fact, Theism is but Demonism, Christ's "Evil One"
The latter must be
is but another aspect of his soi desant Father.
per in

or Aniina

Mundi to

i'.

the

held responsible for

all

the Evil under, or

in,

the Sun,

not a

little

which springs from excess or defect of Insolation itself. A Theodicy or vindication of Gods ways to Man, is hopeless. Let us give
up the attempt for good. Man never can be animal rationale but
of

must stagnate as only capax rationis, till every relic of this immemorial survival (superstition) vanishes as a Reductio ad impossibile.

—

(Consciousness)

the apocalyptic Ultima Thule of

tricity and other anachronisms in Physics, Chemistry, and Ptolemaic Copernican and even Newtonean Astronomy (Spiritism or
Spiritualism connoting, as they do, the same pseudo-notion), which

re-

I

from the barriers of Sense into the frictionless or free
But if Sinn stands both for Sense and Mind, as
ether of Mind.
it etymologically does, and if we identify the latter with cerebration
a somatic organic function like voluntary motion or assimilation (digestion or incarnation), this apparent antinomy quite falls
Certainly, no thorough thinker can, now-a-days,
to the ground.
contend, that natural functions can be vicareously or altruistically
performed. All knowledge, or cognition, must therefore be, in spite
of the objurgation of present day Scientism, of which Anatomy,
not Astronomy, is the cope-stone, an ant/iropomorphosis and antoinorphosis, as indeed the younger and more advanced school of Zoology even already confesses. I submit that the above affirmation
of thought being cerebration covers the whole solipsismal position,
landing us, as it does, in the Neo-Protagorism and reversal of
the measure,

our relative sphere, non-existent. Self thus manifests

in

is,

itself as

the heir-loom of universal

above " Lehrgedicht," which,

— that each individual Mind

—

Phlogiston, Caloric, the corpuscular theory of Light, Heat, Elec-

scientific

of escaping

relatively,

—

—

—

expres-

due

is

Berkleyism

other

Series) Sir John Lubbock states the problem, the solution of
which I have at heart to press home to the Editor and readers of
" The Retina
The Open Court by this present contribution, thus
is very complicated and though no thicker than a sheet of thin
paper, [varying from the 50th to the 200th of an inch], consists of
no less than g layers, the innermost of which (see Figs. 78, 79)
being the rods and cones, of which there are incredible millions,
and the immediate recipients of the light waves. The optic nerve
does not spread itself out at the back of the Retina but, on the contrary, pierces it, so that the rods and cones .look inwards towards
the back of the eye, and not outwards at the object itself. In fact,
we do not look outwards at the actual object, [or thing in itself,]
but we see it as reflected [generated] from the base of our own eye."
Enough has been quoted from a work so easily consulted, to make
my deduction clear that Light chromatic or achromatic and all
it reveals
form and substance alike is like Sir J. Herschell's
" atom," a " manufactured article " by the Self out of a something
Locke terms, " I know not what," and which, until that £Hi7^i'/-

Designer,

probably the highest range of his "Muse," seems to distinguish between Sinn or Sense and .\ '<';?.( or Mind, when he speaks
peat,

in the street, or

and rods of the Bacillary layer (Jacob's

membrane) of the Retina are these essential elements of vision.
In his " Senses of Animals " (65th Vol. of the International Scien-

'

aitch des Gottes Majesttit,^^

to give this poetic postulate

is

man

I

tific

we

poem which marks

My

Philistine, that the cones

'

and
"

It is

not, as yet, quite that of the school boy,

as

'

'

Having

machave elsewhere
familiar knowledge, though perhaps

rocosm, of certain anatomical eye structures,

" Although we are, in fact, distinct individuals, distinguished from
each other by an I or you *, by a he or a she
yet, when closely
scrutinized, the 'You' of friends and enemies is apart of [not apart
from] our own %&\i.''— Fundamental Problems, page, 150.
'
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visual factors in optical vision, viz., in the relation to the

P. S.

I

have read the

article

'

'

God

"

in

The Open Court of

there stated as the ultimate authority in conformity
But surely Man is thus conto which man regulates his conduct.
stituted Protagonist or Primum Mobile and this " ultimate author-

June 5th.

It is

—

ity," ultimately resolves itself
in

from Divinity

The God

the last resort, into Ego-ity.

sentient creation

is

concerned

—

if

into

Humanity

and,

of Nature, as far as the

omnipotent

— must

be a Kako-

-
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demon

— such

BOOK REVIE-WS.

and most ruthless Whitecan have so callous a heart. No

a Parent .as the worst

— indeed no Rough

Rough

chapel

human

science can transcend

Die Hypnose und Hire

The superhuman must

concepts.

can never be

self _/<!».?, oiigo,

Man

but only a semi-Bestial

and colophon of

all

till

Scientists

Gnosis.

know, which goes

the

a yet freer

May

German language

The author wishes

its

all

knowledge and aspirations and builds upon

is

for

Every philosopher has
to quarrel

do not intend
losopher

who

humanity a

reJuctio

a right to choose his

ad

my

is

the

us.

with Dr. Lewins about terms.

A

ing the

Landrecht fiir die Preiissischen Slaalen, or

of Prussia, as a general juridic standard,

A legal

Dr. Lewins's attention to the fact that the

most characteristic feature of the human is the tendency of becoming superhuman, or, in other words, the aspiration to transcend itself. There is an intrinsic impulse in man's soul to grow
and to expand. The animal developed to become superanimal
and it became man. Man also has to obey the impulse to advance
to nobler heights. Necessity will compel his obedience.
What is
science but the attempt to transcend the present concepts of mankind and who among us is so skeptical, so agnostic, so despondent, as to think that these attempts are mere vanity ?
I can see much truth in Dr. Lewins's views.
His idealism,
if I understand him right, cannot be denied, and the deification
of " Self," as he calls it, seems to me fore-shadowed in the word
" Who se 2th Me. he seeth the Father."
of the gospel
You in-

he

first

Com-

defines

the nature of legal action, and of individual fitness for legal action.
act

must be the embodiment of a human

cordingly are divided into two great groups

soul but the representation of the world

word.
call

All^^viiieiiie

mon Law

Why

wish to

which he

Concerning the civil-juridical importance of hypnotism, the
author limits himself to the task of citing from the domain of civil
law only points of view that possess a general significance. Adopt-

phi-

pression, greater

We

of hypnosis,

of ordinary suggestibility.

is the "self" of man, to use Dr. Lewins's exand more powerful than the "self" of animals ?
Because it represents the world with more correctness, it understands its laws better and can accordingly better adapt itself to
It is a truer
the world and different parts of the world to itself.
image of the All, it is a clearer representation of the macrocosm,
and thus it is more of a microcosm.
Dr. Lewins says, the idea of God is " a direct inheritance from
barbaric medicine men." This is not denied and cannot be deBut Dr. Lewins should not forget, that all our ideas have
nied.
developed in the same way. Astronomy developed out of Astrology, and Chemistry out of Alchemy. Let us not despise the medicine man, for our present science has grown from his ideals.
If by God must be understood " the Designer of Nature," let
us abandon the very word God, just as we have abandoned the
notions of the medicine man.
But if the word has an ethical
meaning, if it means "the ultimate authority according to which
man regulates his actions," I see no reason why the word God
should be scorned or rejected. Criticize the concept and not the

around

main foundations

iiiipossibile."

own terms and we

his individual interests.

human

Be-

necessary to de-

marcation between the notion of hypnotic suggestibility and that

but that group of his concepts and impulses only, which concerns

What

it

regards as useful, in order to be able to draw a clear line of de-

terminology, does not denote the totality of man's soul-life,

and

addressed not

broadly the phenomena of hypnotism and to explain the cur-

ive demonstration of the

this

chooses terms that are liable to be misunderstood,
" Self," according
for his views.

his individuality

it is

rent terminology of hypnosis, and further to add a rather exhaust-

will not easily find recognition
to

be regarded only as an attempt

fore he approaches his subject the author finds

idea his philosophy of Solipsism which he characterizes as Hylo"Self" includes everything human and " to transcend
Idealism.

humanity," he says, "

to

exclusively to scientists, but to the cultured public at large.

fine

with

work

his

place in the juristic psychology of civil law, and

[Dr. Lewins understands by " Self" the totality of man's soullife

dealing with the scientific relation of hyp-

to impart a stimulus to studies that assign to hypnosis a legitimate

R. Lewins, M. D.

5th, 1890.

had unanimously predicted that hypnotism would

nosis to civil law.

problems of the world are plainer than the Alphabet. I don't
"
think there was ever a sillier book written than " God in History
by Baron Bunsen, Max MilUer's early patron— his "dear old
friend" as he calls htm at p. 2309 of The Open Court (June 5th).
London,

Heii-

present treatise has been writ en to supply the lack of works in

But it would have
to the root of the matter.
hand if it gave up entirely the ambition to deal in the
all
the Sphinx-like
Then
Relativism.
"sank"
to
Absolute and
I

By Adolf

Bedeutun^.

before long invade the domain of jurisprudence, and, in fact, there
have already been published several treatises relating to the imDr. A. Bentivegni's
portance of hypnotism for criminal law.

he makes him-

certainly find The Open Court the only Freethought serial

I

CirilrecJitliehe

Leipzig, Ernst Gunther.

tivegni.

—

become human from its conception in a human mind. To transcend humanity is for humanity, a nductio ad impossilnh-. And

Man

COURT.

:

will.

Actions ac-

actions that entail

legal consequences because they are willed and actions to which
consequences are attached, whether they have been willed or not
;

— non-permissible or

illicit

actions.

A human

deed that externally
is such

has the aspect of an action in a juridic sense, in reality

when the law recognizes in the subject the faculty of acting
In the absence
with the consciousness of the legal consequences.
of this faculty there is only an event unto which either no juridic
consequences are attached, or, at least, not those that would have
only

if the same expression of will-power had proceeded from
This legal capacity for
an individual capable of juridic action.
and, therefore, any
action, above all, is a psychological notion
physical influence upon the will, with an external result that does

existed

;

not correspond to the inward working of the

will,

would necessarily

destroy the character of the deed as a legal action, simply because
in the action the human will did not attain its fullest expression.
is beyond and above -will, is to the law merely an event. To
mechanical and physiological impediments of the will in a legal
sense must be added all movements that take place without con-

What

psychic CO operation, namely, all automatic and reflex
movements. In the concrete case all such involve the impossibility
of an adequate expression of the will, and therefore, according to
the common law of Prussia, cannot be qualified or regarded as legal
scious

According to the same code the hypnotic subject is not
actions
" gesch'aftsfiihig" capable to transact business being, at least

—

—

temporarily, deprived of normal reason

and

reflection,

and more-

;

;

:

quire as to the nafure of Deity, know,

it

appears

in

humanity. -Ed

]

over he

is

not responsible for deeds that

non-permissible actions.

The same law

cjmi under the head

of

protects the hypnotic sub

it a crime to induce another to commit involunautomatic actions, that are injurious to the subject itself or to
others, and indirectly contemplates the results of imprudent hyp-

ject

and regards

tary,

notic practice, and the

Irrespective of

wanton abuse

all

its

of the

same

as social pastime.

possible theoretical relations to juris-

prudence the author believes that hypnosis, when more widely
knoivn, and better understood, will acquire a much greater practical juridic

importance.
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